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Writing For Story Craft Secrets
But before you commit to a project that could involve years of work from conception to marketing, it’s important to consider what kind of story you’re even making. You can’t make a great film unless ...
What Early-Career Filmmakers Should Consider When Choosing a Story
Deesha Philyaw’s ‘Secret Lives of Church Ladies’ won a slew of awards and an HBO deal, Biblioracle columnist John Warner writes, but it also highlights how much more institutional support is needed ...
Opinion: Deesha Philyaw’s ‘Secret Lives of Church Ladies’ best publishing story of the year, but who else is going unrecognized?
The Chippewa Valley Writers Guild, along with the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library and the John and Betsy Kell Family Fund in partnership with the Eau Claire Community Foundation, have slated a ...
Write On! Chippewa Valley Writers Guild Presents Virtual Summer Writing Retreat
As the amount of content continues to increase on the internet and the attention span of consumers decreases, the need to write compelling headlines has become even more important. In its Smart Start ...
Newswire Shares Advice on How to Write Headlines that Get People to Stop Their Scroll
The co-founders of Big Little Feelings share their advice for entrepreneurs looking to grow and discuss how they created a massive following of parents and caregivers through their Instagram account ...
These 2 Moms Reached 1 Million Followers in 10 Months. Here's How They Did It.
Approaching writing from acting, I wasn’t aware of the paradigm shift I sought to undertake. For actors, our output is dictated: We’re assigned calls and breaks. Craft services answer our ...
How To Develop a Writing Discipline as an Actor-Writer
Entrepreneurs know that the most important part of starting a business is securing investors. You will likely pitch your ...
How to Write an Elevator Pitch to Raise Money for Your Startup
The author of 70 novels translated into 29 languages, Valerie Parv has passed away just before her 70th birthday.
‘I believe in romance’: remembering Valerie Parv, the Australian author who sold 34 million books
The Washington County Community Remembrance Project, established in 2018, consists of a multiracial group of Washington County community citizens who work in partnership with the Equal Justice ...
Local notes: Lynching victims remembered
We talked to The Martian author Andy Weir about his new book, Project Hail Mary, a buddy road trip wrapped in a science fiction survival tale.
Andy Weir on Writing a Buddy Cop Story… Set in Space
A notable Christian professional counselor has advised men to reclaim their “biblical masculinity” amid mounting attacks on manhood by the mainstream culture.
Tim Clinton champions ‘biblical masculinity,' laments how men are feeling ‘marginalized’
Award-winning playwright Jacqueline Goldfinger's new book, Playwriting with Purpose, will be published by Routledge in August 2021.
Playwright Jacqueline Goldfinger Launches New Book For Theater Artists With Free Workshop
Mike Leigh's Secrets & Lies is a tremendous movie, a patient and complicated film with incredible emotional clarity. As the title suggests, all of the characters are dealing with years of emotional ...
Secrets & Lies - The Criterion Collection
Resistance Enhanced. I was very, very wrong. If you’ve never played the original release, Terminator: Resistance Enhanced is an upgraded version of 2019’s Terminator: Resistance. The game drops you ...
Terminator: Resistance Enhanced Review – No Fate
Did an unidentified flying object really crash land at a New Mexico ranch in 1947, only to be hushed up by the government?
Roswell UFO crash: What is the truth behind the 'flying saucer' incident?
The winners of the annual Literacy Center Write-a-Thon have been announced. The 41 entries were between 500 and 1,000 words long. The first and last sentences of the stories are provided by The ...
Literacy Center announces Write-a-thon winners
Local students Charlie Craft and Shelby Abernathy weathered a disrupted year and won the 2021 Alabama Vex IQ Robot Skills Championship.
Keeping the team together: Local students claim state robotics crown
She ordered the document’s release, calling the agency’s claims “not worthy of credence” in the latest court review of the then-attorney general’s actions in the Mueller probe.
Judge blasts Barr, Justice Dept. for ‘disingenuous’ handling of secret Trump obstruction memo
Jazz Tangcay is continuing to own the Artisans space, covering the backbone of the industry via all the crafts that ... the most important stories delivered to your inbox every day by subscribing to ...
Awards HQ April 26: We’re Back! Netflix FYSee Details, Emmy Frontrunners, Oscar Secrets
A 20-something student with big ambitions and no medical experience thought he was the best person to lead Philly’s COVID vaccination efforts. The city agreed. What could possibly go wrong?
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